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Elisa Sampedrín and the Paradox of Translation, 
or The Intranslatable 

Erín Moure 
 
 
I stood before the screen of my own language. There was no 
remedy. Either I stood before the original work in its incredible 
beauty or I stood before the screen of my own language. Before 
this screen, I had no recourse. Something had to be altered in my 
body, to compensate for the screen of my language that stood 
between me and the poem. I unsocked myself. I unshoed myself. 
 
I was a stalk of grain and light. 
_ 
 
I was alone in București. In its traffic. An absolute clamorous din. 
I had to change my face. 
_ 
 
When I first started translating Stănescu, I didn’t know Romanian. 
“Albă” looked to me like “albumin,” so I translated it as albumin. 
Later I found out it was the feminine of “white.” Albumin then 
became even more accurate. Stănescu was urgently saying 
albumin. My mouth filled up utterly with this word. 
 
Something the same happened with all the others. București. Why 
did I go there. 
_ 
 

(after Chus Pato) 
 

— Do you know this is the ruin of translation if you go on like 
this? 
— . . .  
— You only discover what is bad and foul about literature, don’t 
you? 
— . . . 
— And not only that . . . 
— . . . 
_ 
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I can’t explain why I was so suddenly drawn to translation. But 
surely it was the poems of Stănescu. In București, in a bookstore, 
or in the street, the din. Or I was standing in a hallway, someone’s 
hall (whose?) and slid the book off a shelf. It had such a worn 
cover, pale yellow. I intended to put it back the instant that feet 
sounded in the corridor. But when I gently opened the book, I 
saw cattle. An eyeful of cattle. Their field was steaming. It was 
after a rain. A man was hammering on a stone. He wasn’t 
watching me at all, he was so intent. I heard feet then. The book 
slipped into my coat. One gesture. But my mouth hurt. I raised 
my eyes then and took the book out, and held it to the waiting 
woman. She turned to the shelf, then back to me without saying 
anything. I knew I had to translate it. I knew no Romanian. But I 
wanted to read the book, so I had to translate it. 
 
There would be no surcease until I did so. 
 

These are words of Elisa Sampedrín’s, from O Resplandor 
(2010).1 They express the paradox at the heart of translation 
and perhaps at the heart of any writing. To which I want to cite 
poet Simone White, at this very lecture seven years ago, saying: 
“It is, of course, Leslie Scalapino who writes, ― ‘I am con-
cerned in my own work with the sense that phenomena appear 
to unfold.’” White adds “(What is it or) how is it that the viewer 
sees the impression of history created, created by oneself 
though it’s occurring outside?”   
 
Seven years on, we have still not yet exhausted the possibilities 
or even the echoes of Leslie Scalapino’s poetics and openings. 
If anything, the new urgencies of writing and reception in our 

                                                
1 This book explores the idea that the act of reading is a practice of embodiment, 
containing all the experiences of the body itself: love, splendor, travel, doubling, and 
loss. The "resplandor" of the title refers to the radiance of the body when the 
language of the book flows into ears and eyes. As Moure explains, "We call this 
moment 'reading,' and in reading we stop and reverse time, explode geographies, 
inhabit others, and resurrect ourselves." In unexpected ways — through impossible 
translation, anachronistic journeys, and a fictional mystery that involves a search for 
a translator who exists only in the future beyond the book itself – O Resplandor 
confounds notions of authorship and translation, all while conveying the clamor over 
love and loss. 
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time, and I mean pandemic time, bring her poetics more into 
focus, and the turn toward polylingual and translingual 
explorations in writing, in poetry, between poets, help us see 
even more today what she has been beckoning us toward: a 
writing that is never description, never story or nostalgia, but 
that brings the reader, its receptor (and the writer is a reader 
too), to the time of writing, a processual time. In an interview, 
Scalapino said: 

 
One is making motions which are to be a real apprehension of 
something real, but the writing is only itself and it is separate. It is 
an action, in that instance, in itself. So it is present time always 
because it's a process. 
 
I'm trying to understand what's an event or what's a memory even, 
to create a structure that would enable all of those things to arise 
and not to falsify these but actually to use the writing as a 
discovery of time and event. 
 

As Scalapino writes in her essay “Poetics,” “description is an 
action, by the mind being “on” the object it is describing, 
tracking it; describing is not separate from the mind/its action.” 
For Scalapino, all is thus “in” the present, a present of reading 
as of writing, and it is in this present (a state of mind not 
removed from the possibilities of thinking itself) that, in 
language, “phenomena appear to unfold.” 
 
“(What is it or) how is it that the translator sees the impression 
of literature created, created by oneself though it’s occurring 
outside?”  
 
I love to echo both White and Scalapino: in the sense that 
phenomena appear to unfold, and in the sense that there is an 
acute relation between poetry and thinking, as I go on quoting 
Elisa Sampedrín, for whom, in translation, in the act of 
translation, phenomena unfold in a movement that, as 
Sampedrín will say, “destroys time.” To repeat White: “(What 
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is it or) how is it that Sampedrín sees the impression of time detained, 
detained by oneself though it’s said to be occurring outside?”  
 
Sampedrín continues: 

 
It turns out there are other triplings: tongue, cortex, light. In 
translation, this plurality acutely matters. The stimulation of the 
tongue by the word is electro-tactile, and I am sure it activates the 
visual cortex, not just the language centres. Thus altering space 
itself, for space is a relation with the body. 
 
Just as braille reading activates the striate and extrastriate 
cortices in blind people, putting the word to be translated into 
the mouth causes significant changes in several areas of the brain 
that process space and light, ergo vision. Could it also be that this 
plurality can reverse time? Or detain it?” 
 

I leave this question in suspense for now. It is key to the 
paradox (doubled, tripled) of translation, to Elisa Sampedrín 
echoed by Leslie Scalapino.  
 
The work of Leslie Scalapino first entered my library not in the 
New Directions book Language Poetries nor in the Royaumont 
Foundation’s 49+1 nouveaux poètes américains, my first sources of 
“Language poetry,” but in Vol. 2 of the Joris and Rothenberg 
Poems for the Millennium, crucial assemblages that brought 
poetries and poetics from outside the American domain into the 
American purview alongside American poets, not as influences 
or as foreign, but as co-practitioners. 
 
In this anthology, Scalapino’s work appears between Algerian 
poet Habib Tengour and Cecilia Vicuña. It finds the foreign 
commodious. Scalapino’s note in this anthology reads simply: 
Make writing that is held to present-time and does not arise from memory. 
It is realism that can occur only as the writing. It has no other existence.”  
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From this, I can readily make the move to translation, the 
detention or reversal of time by merging past with present 
(earlier text with later), sending then its reader back to the time 
of writing (but is it the time of the first text, or is it the present 
of the translation written “now,” which is to say, “then”?  
 

Each time, time’s rupture must be admitted, for every translation 
destroys time. This is not “an impossible sentence with no 
meaning.” It is the time or tense of all translation, all writing. Like 
the future anterior 2of the phrase “I died,” all translation appears 
as a monster in time itself. 
_  
 

Sampedrín then speaks silently, with a gesture: underlining in a 
translation of a text by Jacques Derrida:  

 
“I told myself the following, which I feel with singular acuteness 
and intensity: if this interiorization is not possible, if it cannot –– 
and this is the unbearable paradox of fidelity –– be completed, it 
would not be because of a limit, a border that cannot be crossed, 
a frontier that encloses a given space [i.e. a language, or America],  
organizing finitude into an inside and outside homogeneous with 
one another, symmetrical and commensurable. It would be, rather, 
because of another organization of space and, of the gazing and 
the gazed upon.”  (Jacques Derrida, Work on Mourning, underlined 
by E.S. in a book slipped into the library of E.M. by the window). 
 

Infinitude and space. The mouth, the remnant, the ruin. The 
muse (after Chus Pato3), that remnant that destroys time’s 
destruction.   

   
Sampedrín: How did I first encounter Stănescu? The story of the 
book in the București hallway, it is true, never happened. Or it 
happened much later. Or it had happened years before, to 
someone else, who told it to me that evening last spring. We were 
on the roof terrace in the low wooden chairs, just gazing upward 

                                                
2 Future perfect, in English, in fact. 
3 see Chus Pato’s essay At the Limit, tr. EM, Zat-So Productions (2019). 
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into dusk, not talking. Swallows soared out from the church eaves 
into the late blue vault of the sky. 
_ 
 
They say there are non-image-forming photoreceptors in the 
ganglion cells of the retina that in receiving light produce not 
images but our sense of time. Circadian rhythm. Cells most 
sensitive to the blue range of the visible spectrum.  
 
Thus they looked at the impact of blue light on the structure of 
sleep. By exposing subjects to blue light in the evening, not letting 
them shift posture. We see more and more blue. While the non-
image-forming receptors alter our absorption of time. They call it 
a “circadian phase delay.” It seems that time itself is detained by 
blue light.  
 

   
 
When I first picked up OA’s translations of Stănescu, I realized 
that not only did it give me access to the poems in my second 
language, English, it gave me access to the original, Romanian. At 
this point I ceased to understand any language. I had to translate 
it, in order to read again. Yes, it was already translated beautifully 
but the translator had given me an original too. This shocked me. 
It was in a language I could not read and it entered me. I could 
not turn away from it. 
_ 
 
… I folded in the ink 
of the sky on the roof that day. 
 
… 
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And further, we don’t even need the retina at all. “We developed 
a non-invasive method to measure human clock gene expression 
in oral mucosa and show how this gene oscillates. We already had 
the first evidence that induction of PER2 expression is stimulated 
by exposing subjects to 2 hours of light in the evening. The non-
image-forming visual system is already demonstrably involved in 
human circadian gene expression. Now we also know there is a 
functional circadian machinery in human buccal samples.” The 
mouth itself responds to light. We feel time passing, this way, in 
the mouth.4 
 

2 
 

That’s Elisa Sampedrín speaking, but… we all do this.  
 
Some of us… do it by reading. When we read, we translate 
from one tongue into the “same” tongue, though the same is 
never the same. Class, race, education, history and custom 
inflect our tongue, one reason why my language, English, is 
never mine.5  
 
Some of us translate from one tongue into other languages, so 
as to be and live “in language.” When we emit a prior text in a 
now-different tongue, it has to do with our body, with time’s 
detention, or emission (emit is time backward), and with cells in 
the mouth, in the skin, in the retina. 
 
In O Resplandor, language, languages, the desire for language, is 
a resplandor, resplendence, a brilliant light emanating not from 
blue sky, but from a body. In that book, Elisa Sampedrín 
                                                
4 Side note: and we know since then, since 2019, that there are photo-receptors in 
human skin as well, neuropsin proteins, that sense light and adjust circadian rhythm, 
our relation to time and light, thus space…independently of the brain; we have more 
of these proteins in the retina, but as with the octopus, they are in our skin as well. 
5 A Derrida reference as it is he who developed this idea… in Monolingualism of the 
Other, or The Prosthesis of Origin, originally published 1996, tr. Patrick Mensah and 
published by Stanford U Press in 1998. 
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hijacks the text inside covers attributing it to EM, so as to 
translate poetry from Romanian, a language she does not know, 
into English, her second language, via Galician, her first, because 
she so wants to read the poetry.  
The body that reads and responds to light and from which 
language emerges, is the body of translation. When light hits 
the mouth in that resplandor of reading, time reverses, to the 
time of first writing, unoriginal but a point of origin, it emits 
another time, text, into the mouth and body of the reader. 
 
Elisa Sampedrín, I hate to tell you, has no body, but she 
exists… because she is reading.  
 
Every time we read a text, we translate, for literature does not 
exist printed on a page or encoded in a sound or lettered file, it 
exists when the resplandor of the linguistic artefact marked by 
time’s reversal, which we call “the text,” enters the body of that 
person we call a reader, creating a new text. A resplandor. 
Altering time. 
 
The job of the translator, her task or aufgabe (role, mandate, 
duty, remit, mission, responsibility) lies here, in this third space 
between artefact of language (book, text, screen) and receptor 
of language. 
 
To translate is not simply to read, it is the task or mission of the 
translator. To allow language into your mouth, your circadian 
rhythm, which is to say, your existence. It is part of a 
continuum of transformations, of which the body is both 
subject and conduit. To some writers and thinkers (Aristotle, 
my mother), human language is already a translation, for other 
beings and things also speak and utter. “What makes you think 
the grass is not writing too?” my mother asked me, and that 
question remains pertinent. As Elisa Sampedrín reports: “I was 
a stalk of grain and light.” 
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In such a space, how can we now describe what is a true 
translation, a faithful one? To what I seek in being in language, 
what is added when I open my mouth to the light of an/other 
language/s? What is it to be affected in your mouth by the 
passage of time and to have this passage alter time itself, and 
thus alter you. Via the work of another. This, necessarily. 
Through the work of another. 
 
To translate that passage from artefact to language, in language, 
using language. Honourably, responsibly. 
 
Firstly, the translator, despite their desire for reading, is always 
a faulty receptor: I receive works and persons through cultural 
and ideological pathways, through histories, already embedded 
in me, in my way (unspoken though it may be) of telling myself 
where I come from, to what people I belong, to what house I 
am connected, to whom I am related, which totems name me 
in the spirit world—which is the world that comes alive when 
I am reading, whether I am reading books, grass, or sky. 
 
My responsibility, my aufgabe, as a translator is to bring to you 
an experience of a text, one that most rigorously transfers to 
English the murmurations and emulsions of the text of the 
writer I first read in another tongue. Yet in so attempting, I 
already alter or impurify so much. I cannot experience a 
Galician work of the 19th century as a 19th century Galician 
experienced it; I cannot even experience Rosalía de Castro as a 
21st century Galician would experience her, as I am not 
Galician, embedded in my body is a Galician history that starts 
in 1998, a foreign relation. At least, in translating Galician I 
have help from the time I spend in Galicia, from the words and 
writings of friends, a axuda das conversas e do son da fala galega, do 
seu ritmo, its cadences, the way excitement, anger, sarcasm, 
retranca are expressed in that language: indices that help reveal 
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to me how I am oriented in space, and thus time—because I 
am going to “make” “time” “move backward.” 
 
In my mission or my aufgabe, I must pay mind to this fatality of 
my own experience. My tongue and body are always “outside” 
the text yet the text must pass through them, and in this there 
is “no repair.” It is interesting here to note how the title of that 
fundamental Western European text on translation, Walter 
Benjamin’s Die Aufgabe des Übersetzers, with its aufgabe which 
gives us duty or responsibility, is translated into the hegemonic 
tongue of English simply as task, a word with no responsibility. 
A Free Speech. 
 
I am going now approach our subject from another angle. 
Or, starts this angle, perhaps translation is not a paradox but is 
an “insecession,” an infolding that cuts or secedes from the 
tissue of a text not “original” but “anterior” and still moving. 
How to describe this? 
 
In a 2018 Brazilian article on Walter Benjamin’s foundational 
essay “The Task of the Translator,” German-Portuguese critic, 
translator, and translation theorist Burghard Baltrusch6 
borrows a term from French philosopher Barbara Cassin’s 
Vocabulaire européen des philosophies : Dictionnaire des intraduisibles 
(published in English as the Dictionary of Untranslatables: A 
Philosophical Lexicon), translating the word “intraduisible” used 
by Cassin not as “untranslatable,” but as “intranslatable.” The 
word does not exist in English dictionaries. But I too use it. 
 
The intranslatable, writes Baltrusch, in the English abstract of 
his 2018 essay on translatability and its variations in Benjamin, 
is “What one does not cease to (not) translate.” This play of 

                                                
6 whose team translation into Galician of the essay probably best conveys in another 
language what the German original does, I believe—at least reading it and his notes 
brought me to new revelations regarding that essay… 
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double negatives reflects very precisely the words of the 
Dictionnaire’s originating editor, Barbara Cassin, who defines the 
intraduisible as “ce qu’on ne cesse pas de (ne pas) traduire”.  

 
[translated extemporaneously by EM during the lecture] Cassin 
continues: l’« intraduisible » renvoie à ce sur quoi butent les 
traducteurs, comme un symptôme de non-passage ou de passage 
difficile, de langue à langue, de réseau à réseau. La définition 
provisoire que je proposerai de l’intraduisible, c’est : ce qu’on ne 
cesse pas de (ne pas) traduire. [The provisional definition that 
I will propose of the intranslatable is: that which one does 
not cease to (not) translate.] C’est notre travail de traducteur, 
de critique, d’historien, de philosophe, que de penser cette 
difficulté, de la travailler, d’être travaillé par elle. Comme je l’ai 
dit, qualifier un mot d’« intraduisible » ne signifie pas qu’il ne 
peut être traduit. Je ne voudrais pas qu’on comprenne notre 
travail à partir d’une conception sacralisée de l’intraductibilité, 
fondée sur l’idée d’une incommensurabilité absolue des langues, 
liée à une quasi-sainteté de certaines langues. Il ne s’agit pas de 
promouvoir une sorte de nationalisme ontologique, ou de s’y 
complaire. Pour éviter cette voie, nous avons instruit la question 
de l’intraduisible non pas à partir de l’unicité, de l’idée directrice 
d’une source ou d’une donation originaire, mais à partir de 
pluralité, en stationnant dans la multiplicité des langues et dans la 
multiplicité des significations des différents mots. Comme dit 
Jacques Lacan dans L’Étourdit : « Une langue, entre autres, n’est 
rien de plus que l’intégrale des équivoques que son histoire y ont 
laissées persister. » 7 

from « Philosopher en langue », entrevue avec Barbara Cassin 
par Marie Gaille-Nikodimov pour Laboratoire italien, politique et 
société, avril 2003. see page 27 for English translation 

                                                
7 Lacan’s phrase: “A language, among other things, is no more than the totality of the 
equivocations [t.n.: errors, contradictions, slippages, evasions] that its history has 
allowed to persist in it.” The original French (corrected by me above) is from J. Lacan, 
« L’étourdit », Autres écrits, Paris, Le Seuil, 2001, 490.” The actual interview on 
publicbooks.org has the French with an error and a weak translation: “Une langue 
entre autres n’est rien de plus que l’intégrale des équivoques que son histoire y a 
laissé subsister.” (A tongue [or a language], among others, is nothing more than the 
integral of the equivocities its history left in it).” Here the persisting is of the ensemble 
not the équivoques! Its translation is maladroit: you can’t say “the integral” as integral 
is an adjective, and équivoques are equivocations. “Equivocity” in French is 
équivocité, a term from medieval philosophy that indicates the equivocal or unsettled 
aspect of being.  
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As Galician poet Chus Pato says—in a useful parallel to this 
definition of the intranslatable and its habitation as what we must 
work through—but concerning the poem, in Secession, in my 
translation:  
 

a poem is a conjunction of ruins, but these ruins are the drives of 
the language; they belong to imagination and from there emit their 
signals, which desire writing—these ruins are really us navigating 
birth and emerging into life—thus a poem is not composed of 
fragments but of ruins that are remainders of an earlier collapse or 
of one still to come, or that never happened, that are ghosts and 
despite this memorable     (169). Pato Secession, tr. EM 
 

In the poem, therefore, as in the intranslatable, there is an 
“insecession,” an infolding that cuts or secedes from the tissue 
of a text not “original” but “anterior,” a cut or infold that is yet 
socially inscribed via the body of the reader and its histories, 
impelled now in and outward by this anterior text. 
 
The play of double negatives—Pato’s ghosts made palpable—
in Cassin and Baltrusch, and what this play of ghosts gives rise 
to in the term the intranslatable, does not appear in the 2014 
English translation of the Dictionnaire, the Dictionary of 
Untranslatables.  
 
Here there is more than one cultural aporia and difference 
visible, especially for one who comes to the English dictionary 
via French and Galician-Portuguese. 
 
In Brazilian Portuguese, the term “intradução” or 
“intranslation” has existed since at least the 1970s in the work 
of poet, translator and thinker Augusto de Campos. Baltrusch 
was not inventing a term at all in 2018, then; it was as natural 
to him in his English as it is unnatural to you in yours.  
 
The entry on “intradução” in the 2019 expanded Dictionnaire 
notes, and I paraphrase from French: When something is 
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“untranslatable” as an adjective, there is a negative judgement. 
But “the intranslatable” as noun serves a different purpose. 
Here we hear the echo of the prefix “intra.” There is a vibration 
at work. As Brazilian philosopher and poet Fernando Santoro, 
who wrote the entry, puts it, and I translate from his French: “It 
is not surprising that the creative and non arbitrary interference 
in the weave of textual translation in order to mobilize a poetics 
of thinking—which is what propels the dictionary of 
intranslatables—first appeared in the context of poetry 
translation.” And in Brazil. In the Dictionary of Untranslatables, 
the 2014 English version of the first and earlier 2004 
Dictionnaire des intraduisibles, this entry for “intranslation” does 
not appear, of course. Time has not yet reversed, as it did in 
French between 2019 and 2004. Curiously, were there to be 
such an entry in English, “intranslation” would fall between the 
terms “intention” and “intuition.” 
 
De Campos, and this Dictionary and Dictionnaire, return me to 
my own independent interventional production of the term 
“intranslate.” A happy chance, un coup de dés.8 In Chus Pato’s 
biopoetics Secession, published side by side in my English 
translation with a companion translatory biopoetics, Insecession, 
Pato began her text with an epigraph from Roland Barthes, 
which I translated simply by taking Richard Howard’s standard 
English, as is only proper in commercial translation as we don’t 
retranslate sentences that have an existing translation, unless 
this translation is inadequate.  
 
In this epigraph or snippet, Barthes speaks of the “readerly,” 
the “writerly,” and the “receivable.” In Insecession, the text 
opposite Pato’s in which I address and respond to Pato’s texts, 
I wrote, in my corresponding epigraph: 

 

                                                
8 yes this is a reference to Mallarmé ! 
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A readerly text is one I cannot reproduce (today I cannot write 
like Atwood); a writerly text is one I can read only if I utterly 
transform my reading regime. I now recognize a third text 
alongside the readerly and the writerly: let’s call it the 
intranslatable. The intranslatable is the unreaderly text which 
catches fire, burns in the mouth, an instance continuously outside 
any likelihood, whose function – ardently assumed by its scripter – 
is to contest the mercantile constraints on what is written. This 
text, guided, armed by a notion of material, prompts me  to redact 
the following words: Dear Chus, I can neither read nor write 
what you produce, but I can intranslate it, like a conflagration, a 
drug, an insecession, an e(ri)nigmatic disorganization. 

Roland Barthes by Roland Barthes 
Richard Howard translation, 
altered by Ruin E. Rome 

 
The intranslatable, in this text, is “unreaderly”; it burns in the 
mouth.9 It alters the reading body, and the altered body must 
struggle without ceasing in order to (not) make the translation. 
The whole process is of a different order entirely than the 
familiar and comforting binomes “fidelity” and “treason,” 
“gain” and “loss,” “domesticating” and “foreignizing.” 
 
I want to return to the double negative, to its doubling and to 
its necessary crisis in articulation. In the Dictionary of 
Untranslatables, the “untranslatable” (alas, a faithful and 
unavoidable translation of intraduisible in a work with a 
commercial intent) is defined simply as “what one keeps on 
(not) translating.” But “what one keeps on (not) translating” is 
NOT the same thing as “what one does not cease to (not) 
translate.”10 In the “not cease to (not) translate,” the “(not) 
                                                
9 Sampedrín! She had no word for it in 2010, only a description. 
10 Sometimes I think of it as an expression of American optimism, and thus cultural 
difference. Where a European does not cease, an American simplifies and unknots 
what is at stake, and keeps on. But this act can mean missing something essential in 
the original 2014 interview  https://www.publicbooks.org/translating-the-
untranslatable-an-interview-with-barbara-cassin/ conducted (mostly in English and 
occasionally in French) and edited by Rebecca L. Walkowitz, transcribed and 
translated by Jennifer Raterman. EM note: Some translations into English in this 
interview are not good at all. 
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translate” and “not cease” simultaneously exist, negate, doubly 
negate, and by their existence, negates the negation. This 
double negation is an integral part of what is being 
communicated. And no binome can help us grasp it. And no 
word for relentless forward progress either. 
 
To go on, the real duty or aufgabe of translation is not simply 
unfinished, in progress, unended, though it is that. The 
translator is the one whose task or duty is to (not) put an end 
to translation’s own task, though they must — in the end —
sign their name to one ebb of a flux that has not yet (ever) 
ceased (not) to take place, and may (not) not be “in progress,” 
even though it be  
 
“published.” 
 
In one sense, the untranslatable, this formula in English detaining 
l’intraduisible, adds a veil or a slippage. To be untranslatable bears 
the mark in English of a critical posture or judgement toward 
what has already, in all likelihood, been translated, or toward 
what remains to be translated. When “what remains to be 
translated” poses a difficulty or threat to implicit continuities 
in “our own language” (the target language), we call it 
“untranslatable.”  
 
When what has already been translated has passed into our 
language as acceptable to a certain series of tests or moral 
judgements, even if it is inadequate as a translation, we call it 
“translatable.” 
 
The possibilities of the “intranslatable” are ignored in English. 
When a word doesn’t exist, how can we talk about it? 
 
The preface to the English Dictionary of Untranslatables ties “the 
untranslatable” to the “instability” of meaning. Emily Apter, its 
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wonderful scriptor, cites Cassin from another of her works 
entirely, or rather, she paraphrases Cassin :  
 

In her writings on the pre-Socratics and the Sophists, [Cassin] 
tethered the untranslatable [t.n.: in fact, intranslatable would be 
preferable here] to the instability of meaning and sense-making, 
the performative dimension of sophistic effects, and the condition 
of temporality in translation. Translation’s “time,” in Cassin’s 
usage, was associated with the principle of infinite regress and the 
vertiginous apprehension of infinitude.” (Apter) 
 

But Cassin’s point, lost in English, is NOT translation’s time 
or interminability, (Sampedrín has already brought that to our 
attention); interminability is an effect. Cassin’s point is the struggle 
involved in the negational complex of the positive activity of 
“(not) ceasing.” Interminability takes place, exists, continues 
(and not), because of a struggle inside the translator, whose 
struggle has to detain time against the unrealizable propulsion 
to (not) cease. At the same time, time itself races in infinite 
regression, i.e. it reverses back. “What was written” (the text of 
departure) is not only, in the process of translation, becoming 
“what is now written but what is now written is hurtling back and 
grasping the “what was,” inventing it entirely in the present. 
Hello, we’re back with Leslie Scalapino. 
 
The idea of “never having done” with translation occurs 
despite publication, and every translator is aware of it. There is 
always another nuance, another expression, a proliferation of 
registers, either in the translator’s own reading or of what is 
newly (in time) perceived by others (critics, readers) to emanate 
from the original, which continues to change in time because 
readers change, their perception of the originary culture and the 
conditions of reception change. This IS “the performative 
dimension of sophistic effects.” There is, certainly, on one 
level, a “vertiginous apprehension of infinitude,” and at the 
same time, this is what I mean when I say “translations emit” 
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—which is “time” reversed. Temporality in translation is, in 
this sense, crucial, and the intranslatable, happily, keeps 
language alive and from fleeing us entirely. This too is a 
wonderful paradox of translation. And it happens even if the 
word that describes it —the intranslatable—does not exist in 
our tongue. 

 
Further, a bugbear of mine: “instability of meaning” is not a 
negative. Instability and constitutive “error” found (underpin) 
any language (as Lacan noted). When you just speak that one 
language, you don’t see it. Only when the thinking in your 
language is traversed inside it by the thinking of another 
language is this “instability” even noticeable. Languages are 
processual, not artefacts. To translate destroys time, as it puts 
paid to notions of semantic fixity, an illusion in the first place. 
 
Words and syntactic structures in a given tongue are always 
already imbued with weights and heterodoxies, leakages. In 
other words, perhaps: experiment is always translation, and 
translation is always experiment.  

 
A look at the spines of the two dictionaries makes another 
cultural aporia visible: in French what is primordial is the 

European Lexicon of 
Philosophies, and the 
intranslatable is a 
subtitle, on the front 
face of the book. In 
English, the spine of 
the Dictionary of 
Untranslatables holds 
out that tantalizing 
judgemental word 
like a toothpaste 

commercial. A Philosophical Lexicon is merely subtitle here, 
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singularizing and adjectivizing the plurality of the European 
philosophies of the French book, and not visible on the spine. 

My question for you, dear reader, is: How can we think and act 
upon, and alongside, the translatable, with its (ever present) 
insistence on the intranslatable, and how might we attend to 
what the “intranslatable” may give rise to? 
 
In a sense, such attention may render the syntagm “Translation 
as Experiment” redundant. But even as a tautology, it acts as a 
stepping stone. It allows movement from the “untranslatable,” 
a judgement, to the “intranslatable,” a process, which “does not 
cease to (not) translate,” is not a finality, and is always 
“experiment.”  

 
Intranslatables are symptoms of difference in language, says 
Barbara Cassin, symptoms, I add, of a thinking process in and 
across tongues yet to be (not) concluded and a sign of aliveness 
at work in thought, as texts are formed, reformed, mutated, 
magnetized, shared, and yes, translated. 
 
As Chus Pato writes, in the first text of Secession after her 
Barthesian epigraph (in EM translation): 

 
We recognize altitude from elevation, we call the most extensive 
prairie: 
Ocean 
 
Literature is based on the word – as the visual arts are on the gaze 
– this word that is not ours makes us feel, commits us… a 
painter’s eyes, a filmmaker’s, are authentic mutations, and thus 
their works ring true 
 
the word that sustains Literature does not disdain or push away 
what rejects it and must not be confused with silence, it touches 
animality and machines, magnetizes the stars of the language, 
polarizes meaning 
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because of this, lovers lie in the hugest of intervals 
 
—the lovers are in the circle? 
—the circle marks where they had lain 
—they died? 
—of course 
—when you make love, where are you? 
—in the unexpected, in what will never occur: being a trapeze 
artist, for example 
—and when you write? 
—in what occurs, in what continually takes place 
 

    so, words are free to be extreme figures and unjudgeable, irreparable 
 
And the companion text, beside Pato’s, in Insecession: 
 

We recognize altitude as we ascend, we call the ocean that unfolds 
below: 
Canadian Rockies 
 
Translation pivots on the word – as painting does on paint – this 
word that is not ours makes us feel, infects us… a translator’s 
gaze, a painter’s, are authentic mutations, and thus their works can 
cross the gap between word and meaning, paint and gaze 
 
translation, to sustain Literature, does not disdain or push away 
what rejects it and never disguises silence, it touches our interior, 
the machine of our organs, magnetizes the black holes of the 
language, potentates meaning 
 
because of this, the deer lie in a space of light and murmurs 
 
—the deer are in the aspens? 
—circles mark the grass amid the aspens where they have lain 
—did they die? 
—no, they awoke to glean 
—when you translate Chus Pato, where are you? 
—in the startling air, in the no-event: on Air Galicia, for example 
—and when you write your own poems? 
—in the continual fold of the event 
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where words are ecstatic figures and unjudgeable, marred and 
irretrievable, 
 
which is to say, amid the aspens  
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   [Thank you.] 
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PS I deliberately left a quote from an interview with Barbara 
Cassin in French on page 17. I wanted to translate it “live” 
during the talk, to allow a certain suppleness and hesitation, a 
sonic thoughfulness, to reverberate in my speaking. Here is an 
English version, for those who don’t speak French: 
 
Cassin says further: “the intraduisible [tr. note: std Engl ‘untranslatable’] 
brings us to what translators butt their heads against, as a symptom of 
non-passage or difficult passage, from language to language, from 
network to network. The provisional definition that I will propose of 
the intraduisible [tr. note: the intranslatable in my sense arises here] is: that 
which one does not cease to (not) translate. It’s our job as translators, 
critics, historians and philosophers to think out this difficulty, to work 
away at it, be worked by it. As I’ve already said, qualifying a word as 
intraduisible [untranslatable or intranslatable] doesn’t mean it can’t be 
translated. I wouldn’t want our work to be seen as stemming from a 
sanctified concept of untranslatability, founded on the idea of an 
absolute incommensurability of languages, linked to a quasi-holiness of 
some languages. It has nothing to do with promoting some kind of 
ontological nationalism, or being complicit with one. To avoid that, we 
fed the question of the intraduisible not from unicity, from the idea of 
one source or original contribution, but from plurality, parking ourselves 
in the multiplicity of languages and in the multiplicity of meanings of 
different words. As Jacques Lacan writes in L’Étourdit11: ‘A language, 
among other things, is nothing more than the totality of the 
equivocations that its history has allowed to persist in it.” BC, from “To 
Philosophize in Language,” interview with Barbara Cassin by Marie 
Gaille-Nikodimov for Laboratoire italien, politique et société, April 2003. 
https://doi.org/10.4000/laboratoireitalien.338   

 
 
  

                                                
11 I’ve never seen this title of Lacan translated into English; it’s always left in French. 
Sometimes I want to translate it as “Gobsmacks” or “Gobsmackery”… 
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